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Together we can heal, grow and change the world.

ABOUT LATASHA

Latasha Morrison is a bridge-builder, reconciler
and a compelling voice in the fight for racial justice.

NYT Bestselling author, Latasha Morrison, has taken her message to audiences 

across the country at events that include: IF: Gathering, Justice Conference, 

Youth Specialties, Catalyst, Barna's State of Pastors Conference, Orange 

Conference, MOPS International and many others.

A native of North Carolina, Latasha earned degrees in human development and 

business leadership. After excelling in corporate positions, she began working on 

staff at churches in Georgia and Texas. At the heart of this incredible woman is 

encouraging racial reconciliation among all ethnicities, to promote racial unity in 

America, and to develop others to do the same. To this end, in 2016 Latasha 

founded Be the Bridge to inspire and equip ambassadors of racial reconciliation.

When not captivating audiences with her dynamic presentations and con-

scious-raising workshops, Latasha can be found drinking tea, laughing with 

friends and watching Christmas movies year-round. 



MOVING TOWARD RACIAL RECONCILIATION Be the Bridge
In 2012 Latasha Morrison felt discontent. As she drove through the heart 

of Austin, Texas, she asked God, “Why am I here? Why did you lead me 

so far from my family and my community on the East Coast?”

God replied, “I  brought  you  here  to  be  a  bridge.”

Latasha began to gather with a diverse group of friends to talk about 

what this might mean, and together they began to form a vision. They 

said, “We believe that if people could come together as equals, at a table 

like this, with open Bibles and humble, prayerful hearts, to talk to each 

other honestly and, more importantly, really listen to each other, we 

could change the story of race in our country.”

The mission of Be the Bridge is:

to inspire the church to have a distinctive and 

transformative response to racial division

to equip bridge builders to develop vision, 

skills, and hearts for racial unity

to partner with existing organizations who 

have a heart for diversity, racial justice,

restoration, and reconciliation

Be the Bridge became an official 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization in 2016 and has expanded to include tools, training 

groups and workshops, and consulting services.

The team has developed curriculum, discussion cards, and other resources. It is her desire to build a community of 

people who share a common goal of creating healthy dialogue about race. In addition to equipping more than 1000 

groups around the country, Be the Bridge hosts a closed, moderated online community of bridge-builders on Facebook 

with more than 20,000 members.  The group has been a forum for learning, as members from different ethnicities prac-

tice the BTB values of grace, humility, truth-telling, respect, repentance, and reconciliation.
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Latasha’s friends committed to meeting together regularly. They would open up the Scriptures, talk, listen, laugh, cry, 

and pray. Between meetings, they educated themselves about our country’s racial history. Sure enough, over time, each 

person’s life was changed. And they all agreed that if every person in our country had the opportunity to take part in a 

group like theirs, real healing along racial lines could take place.

That’s how Be the Bridge was born. Thousands of lives have been 
changed since then, all because of this simple idea. all because of this simple idea.
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A RECOGNIZED LEADER

Latasha Morrison was chosen as one of five worldwide Facebook Community 

Leaders in Residence. Because of her “strong, clear and committed vision for 

her community,” she was awarded a grant of up to $1million to fund a commu-

nity initiative through Be the Bridge. 

In 2017, Latasha was chosen for The EBONY Power 100. Recognized as a Com-

munity Crusader, Latasha was honored for being a leader in her field, having 

had a positive impact on the African-American community. Selected by the 

editors of EBONY magazine, honorees were selected for being game-changers 

and consistently challenging the status quo.
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SOCIAL MEDIA REACH

69K MEMBERS
Be the Bridge Facebook Group

Latasha continues to grow her audience of bridge-builders through active social media engagement — Instagram stories, 

LIVE broadcasts, and Facebook LIVE. She not only shares about her travels and justice work, but also shares about her 

family, friends and personal journey with her followers.

26K LIKES
29K FOLLOWS
@latashamorrison

130K FOLLOWERS
@latashamorrison

20.3K FOLLOWERS 
@latashamorrison
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NYT BESTSELLER

Released October 15, 2019

Be the Bridge: Pursuing God's Heart 
for Racial Reconciliation

A leading advocate for racial reconciliation offers a clarion call 

for Christians to move toward relationship and deeper under-

standing in the midst of a divisive culture.

With racial tensions as high within the church as outside the 

church, it is time for Christians to become the leaders in the 

conversation on racial reconciliation. This power-packed 

guide helps readers deepen their understanding of historical 

factors and present realities, equipping them to participate in 

the ongoing dialogue and to serve as catalysts for righteous-

ness, justice, healing, transformation, and reconciliation.

Publisher: WaterBrook & Multnomah
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PAST CLIENTS

Port City Community Church

Ridgepoint Community Church

Salvation Army 

Search Network

SXSW

Texas Baptists

Voices Conference

Westridge Church

YWAM

Allies Against Human Trafficking

Barna Pastor’s Summit

Catalyst

Catalyst Wet

Crew

Emmaus Church

Fellowship Church

IF:Gathering

IF:Lead

I AM Second Ideas

Influencer Network

Justice Conference

Kingdom Justice

MOPS

National Youth Workers Conference

Noonday

One Race - Advisory Board

Orange Conference 
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SIGNATURE TALKS

MORE THAN OPTICS:
building authentically-diverse organizations

WE WON’T CLEAN UP YOUR MESS:
teaching allies how to reconcile

BE THE BRIDGE:
the church as headlights

FIRST THINGS FIRST:
why justice must come before reconciliation

GET UNCOMFORTABLE:
why white fragility hinders progress

I SEE YOU:
how to lead a team that is diverse and inclusive

GOD DON'T LIKE UGLY:
how the church builds walls instead of bridges

MONEY MOVES:
when allies become colonizers
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PRESS
“We talk a lot about reconciliation, but we don’t understand what reconciliation means—or the cost of it. It’s different from 

forgiveness. Forgiveness takes one party. Reconciliation takes both parties. And the process of reconciliation involves justice, 

equality, and equity.”  -Latasha Morrison, InTouch Magazine

In Touch Magazine

For the Love Podcast

CT Podcast

EastSide Magazine

100 Huntley Street
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PRESS

Darlene McCoy Show Orange Leadership PodcastChristianity Today

Forbes KBLX with Sterling James
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In addition to speaking and traveling to promote the work of Be the Bridge, Latasha helps organizations create spaces 

that are authentically diverse. The work of cultural competency, repair, restoration and reconciliation is long and 

requires commitment, but Latasha serves as your grace-filled guide. As she likes to say, "This is a marathon, not a sprint."  

CONNECT

Let’s turn your good intentions into action.

LEARN MORE AT LATASHAMORRISON.COM

TRAINING

Dynamic and interactive
workshops to train your staff on
cultural intelligence, anti-racism

and implicit bias.

COACHING

One-on-one cultural
competency coaching, exclusively

for high-impact leaders.

CONSULTING

Receive an audit for your
organization and a tailored

strategic plan for developing
cultural competency.


